








Invented by Angel with 30 years of 
experiences, SHGTM Technology to crush the 
fibers into fine particles for extracting the 
nutrients hiding deep inside of fiber cells. 

Only way to get more juice from food is the 
“Pressing”. Super Angel equipped MESTM 
with LSCSTM technology, uses variant type 
of pressing at multiple stage.

Fibers ground by SHGTM Technology 

After grinding, you can easily check how the fibers are finely ground. Simply put some pulps into the 
cup of water and see the fibers in the water. 
As you see on above pictures,  
(Photo # 1) SHGTM Technology of Super Angel Twin Gears can grind the fibers evenly and break the fiber 
cells of produce, resulting the fine particles, extracting the nutrients hiding deep inside of fiber cells.
(Photo # 2) Other brand twin gears are not capable to crush, break the fiber cells of produces. No 
nutrients extracted from the deep inside of fiber cells.
(Photo # 3) Single auger juicer doesn't even grind the fibers evenly. No nutrients extracted from the 
deep inside of fiber cells.

This test report was prepared by KAFRI(Korea 
Advanced Food Research Institute) with a data of 
nutrients extracted by each different type of 
juicers. See the analysis report shown on the left 
chart, the twin gears by Super Angel's SHGTM & 
LSCSTM Technology can extract 82.8 mg/kg of 
calcium and 15.0 mg/kg of magnesium from 
Angelica(herb). From the same amount of 
angelica, other twin gears extract only 11.9 mg/kg 
of calcium and 5.5 mg/kg of magnesium. You can 
simply compare on it, almost 3 to 7 times more 
nourishing, nutritious juice and furthermore, about 
20 to 30 percent more juice you can enjoy with the 
Super Angel Juice Extractor. There is no alternative 
to the Super Angel Juicer and you will definitely 
count on it.

Comparison with other juice extractors



Efficient juice extraction: Stage one applies concentrated pressure to the fruits or vegetables. 
Stage two and three grings and continuously processes the fruits or vegetables, producing very 
dry pulp and more juice. 

3-stage screen filters and maximizes juice production, yield resulting in two to three times the 
amount of juice extracted compared to other juicers.



In addition to making juice, the Angel Juicer supports Soybean Juicing and the making Tofu, 
Nut Butters and Frozen Fruit Sorbet 

Six safety devices include: Automatic Heat Sensor, Dual Switch System, Internal Gear Protection,  
Reinforcement of Switch Panel, Double Protection Sensor between the motor and the screen 
housing, Electromagnetic Wave Protection.

Blockages from overload and jamming can easily be cleared with the reverse action switch.

Specially designed the motor cooling system helps prevent the motor from overheating and 
helps keep the juicer as quiet as possible.



Juice Collector



The Super Angel is not a commercial juicer, strictly for house hold use. When using for 
commercial purpose, the warranty is not provided and the warranty is automatically null and 
void. 

Note. 1. Please remember that the motor does not run when the extracting (screen) 
housing is not assembled. In order to run the motor with the gear set, you 
should assemble the screen housing and lock the clamps.

             2. Please do not let the twin gears idle for extended periods of time without food 
in the feeding chute. Rotating gears without food may cause irregular operation.

1. Connect the power cord into the power cord connector of motor base unit. 

Plug the power cord into the electrical 
wall outlet.

Place the Juice Collector under the 
juice guide. Please be sure that the 
round edge(mouth) of glass cup 
should be placed between the juice 
guide(slide panel) and the pulp drop 
guide panel(vertical shape).





In order to avoid damaging the magnetic sensor located at the bottom of extracting 
housing, please do not submerge the sensor area of extracting housing in water. 
Important! Right after juicing, please clean the surrounding area(white bushing) of 
motor shaft by gently spraying water. When spraying water to the surrounding area of 
motor shaft, please lift the back of the juicer(bottom part) slightly so that water 
doesn’t get into the inside of white bushing. Do not rub the white bushing of motor 
shaft with either brush or towel. Just simply dry up the remained water on the white 
bushing by gently tapping with soft towel.

a) Slowly insert the cleaning brush into the 
     Extracting Housing under the running (warm)water.
b) Slowly pull the cleaning brush, while turning clockwise (under the running warm water). Repeat 

this step two or three times.
c) Do not pull the cleaning brush out straight from the Extracting Housing. Otherwise, the brush 

handle may break.

d) Press the start button to release the gears 
from the screen housing. The rotating gears 
will push the screen housing and the motor 
will stop running within 5 - 6 seconds with 
a beep sound.

6. Clean the Extracting Housing & twin grinding 
gears with the Cleaning Brush.

 In order  to extend the life span of juice 
extractor, you need to cleand all aprts 
immediately right after use, before mineral 
build-up.



Place the juice collector under the juice guide(slide 
panel).



Please note the important thing !!

In order to get the best result on your juicing with the twin gear juicer, Do insert a small amount of 

food into the feeding chute, never a bunch of food at a time, in any circumstances. When you insert a 

small amount of food when juicing, the food can be crushed and ground more efficiently by and 

between two rotating gears. At the same time, those two rotating gears can crush cellulose fibers, 

breaking up cells in vegetables and fruits, extracting the nutrients locked inside such as minerals, 

vitamins, enzymes, amino acids, complex carbohydrates. But, when you insert a lot of food into the 

feeding chute at a time, you are not able to expect above result.

1. The Angel Juicer is the only juicer on the market that limits twin gear speeds to a low 82 revolutions per 
minuts (RPM); the show RPM helps keep almost 100% of the enzymes and nutrients alive during the juicing 
process. To maintain the juicer’s effectiveness, you should not overload the feeding chute. Doing so may 
cause the gears to jam and limit enzyme and nutrient extraction.

2. Completely crush down food in the feeding chute with the wooden pusher and then feed additional 
food. Don’t worry about depressing the wooden pusher till it touches the twin gears. It will not harm the 
gears or plunger. The plunger is made from the same high quality wood ad those found in fine chopping 
blocks. Any accidental particles of cellulose scrapped off from contact with the twin gears are natural and 
non-toxic and will harmlessly pass though with the pulp. 



Maintaining maximum cleanliness of your juicer is extremely important for both your health and the 
peak performance of the machine.
We recommend cleaning the juicer immediately after use, which is the easiest way to remove food articles.

1.   CALCIUM & MINERAL DEPOSITS / TWIN GEARS
After using the machine for some period of time, you may notice a calcium or mineral deposit on the 
surface of the twin gears. This deposit can be removed by running soaked almonds through the 
machine. Another excellent way to remove the deposit is : After juicing carrots, feed some of the carrot 
pulp back into the feeding chute of your juicer and then add some granulated sugar (ratio : one 
table-spoon of carrot pulp to two tea-spoons of granulated sugar). Alternate carrot pulp and granulated 
sugar several times and then run the machine. Or, you can try this method to remove the deposit : Do 
soak the twin gears in a pure vinegar bath overnight. This loosens the scaling and much of it can be 
brushed off. The vinegar used for de-scaling can be stored for reuse. Please label the storage bottle 
properly so that it is not accidentally used in food preparation.

To prevent mineral scales, thoroughly clean the twin gears with warm water immediately after juicing. 
If delays on above cleaning, the mineral deposit starts to build up (It looks like a very thin film on the 
surface of  twin gears).

2.   STICKY RESIDUE:
Dried fruits and nuts can be very sticky on the inside surface of the juicer.
To remove the residue more easily, run a couple of stalks of celery through the machine before 
disassemble the machine

3.   MOTOR BASE UNIT:

Important !  Right after juicing, please clean the surrounding area(white bushing) of motor shaft by 

gently spraying water. When spraying water to the surrounding area of motor shaft, please lift the 

back of the juicer(bottom part) slightly so that water doesn’t get into the inside of white bushing. Do 

not rub the white bushing of motor shaft with either brush or towel. Just simply dry up the remained 

water on the white bushing by gently tapping with soft towel.

Wipe the exterior surfaces with a damp cloth and dry with a clean towel.
To keep the machine’s polish, clean the parts with the soft sponge first and dry it with the soft 
towel. After cleaning the juice extractor, let it dry thoroughly.

4.   EXTRACTING (SCREEN) HOUSING
To protect the sensor(magnet) located at the bottom of extracting housing, please do not submerge the 
sensor area of extracting housing in the water. It is no problem to submerge the screen portion of 
extracting housing in the water and also you can wash the sensor area with water. For cleaning the 
inside of extracting housing, please refer to the information on page 11. 

5.   CLEANING THE CLOGGED HOLES OF EXTRACTING (SCREEN) HOUSING
Do juice the lemon and leave the extracting housing for all day without cleaning of screen area. The acid 
from lemon juice can remove the residue on the screen of extracting housing. Later, you can clean the 
screen with cleaning brush under the running (warm/hot) water. You can repeat it for better result.

Or, you can try this method of cleaning,

Soak the screen area(only screen portion, not the sensor area of extraction housing) in the mixture of 

baking soda and water (ratio - baking soda powder/water : 2 to 8) overnight. This loosens the scaling 

and much of it can be brushed off by bristle. For better result, please spray extra baking soda powder 

on the surface of screen while brushing by bristle. Please note that you should not soak the sensor 

area of screen housing in the water in any circumstances.



1.  Make sure to unplug the power cord from both the electrical wall outlet and the juicer. 

Fuse In Use



Press the start button to release the gears from the screen housing. The 
rotating gears will push the screen housing and the motor will stop 
running within 5 - 6 seconds with a beep sound.





1. Contact the Customer Support Desk by email at info@usjuicers.com or service@usjuicers.com









“Let’s the food be the first medicine.”       - Hipocrates
22 Super Angel

Seed Juice: the Benefits

Seed juice is made by grinding and juicing an assortment of seeds, best extracting the 
cell-revitalizing substance and other nutrients that seeds contain. 
Seed juice renews and maintains the elasticity of veins, increases stamina, and is widely known to 
be effective in preventing and treating modern adult diseases. 

Types of Seeds
Sunflower, pumpkin, sesame, perilla, primrose, rose, flax, pomegranate, etc.
Types of buds Wheat, barley, asparagus, millet, alfalfa

Functions and Effects of Each Nutrient
Selenium (Se): Anti-aging; protects cell makeup and walls; prevents cancer; prevents and treats  

dandruff; vitality and stamina; fights menopausal disorder, heart disease, arthritis; 
and strengthens glands and blood circulation.

Vitamin E: Strong effects against oxidation; cell revitalization; provides oxygen to tissues to 
improve durability of the lungs as well as protection from air pollution; 
vasodilator; prevents blood clotting; heals burns fast and effectively; and a 
diuretic.

Vitamin Bs (B1~B17): Promotes growth; improves appetite and digestive functions, fights motion  
sickness by maintaining balance in nerve tissues, muscles, and heart functions; 
cell renewal, providing luster to skin, nails, and hair; improves eye sight, speeds 
up metabolism of carbohydrates, fat, and protein; essential for hormonal 
combinations, such as cortisone, thyroxine, insulin, and sexual hormones; 
essential for brain and nervous functions; skin elasticity.  

Zinc (Zn): Maintains enzyme-producing cells; promotes muscle activity; helps produce 
insulin; maintains pH stability and balance in blood; maintains proper 
functioning of prostate glands; develops all reproductive functions.

PABA (Para-aminobenzoic acid): Prevents hair-graying; healthy and clear skin; anti-wrinkling; 
screens and protects from UV rays; promotes protein circulation.

How to Extract Seed Juice
Warning!!  -   Must grind the seeds with water, to avoid from serious damages on the Extracting Housing.

Grind the seeds WITH WATER, using the Angel Juicer. 
Slowly put in a 5:1 ratio of water to seeds. 
Put the remaining grounds through the juicer again, mixed with water.
Slowly pour 1/2 cup of water through the juicer.
Strain the juice once through the sifter.
Mix well with honey before drinking

Ingredients (1 serving)
3 tbsp. Seeds
11/2 tbsp. Honey
1 cup(8 oz.) Water
































